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We consider the main mechanisms of heating of the electronic component of a plasma by interaction 
with picosecond laser pulses in a wide range of laser intensities. It is shown that in some intensity 
regions the hard bremsstrahlung of the plasma is determined not by the electron temperature, but by 
the energy corresponding to the electron oscillations in the field of the laser radiation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

WHEN an arbitrary medium is exposed to light with 
intensity I > Icr, where 

mcw'/1 ( w )' lcr=--=2- I. 
4.rte2 roa 

( 1) 

(e, m-charge and mass of electron, w-circular fre
quency of light wave, .11-ionization energy of the atoms, 
wa = .11/ti, Ia = cm./1 3 /8rre2 ti2 -intensity corresponding to 
a wave amplitude E equal to the intraatomic intensity 
Ea), the medium becomes completely ionized "instan
taneously" (within one or several cycles of the wave). 
Indeed, when I> Icr• the amplitude of the electron vi
brational velocity in the field eE/mw exceeds the ve
locity of the electrons in the atom 

eE I mw > l' 11 I m. (2) 

This in turn means that the ionization of the atoms in 
the wave field is due to the tunnel effect, [ 1• 2 l and the 
probability of ionization per unit time is deter mined by 
the Oppenheimer formula ( 3 J averaged over the period 
of the wave: 

w ~ w.(E.IE)'t. exp(-E.IE). (3) 

Under conditions typical of the optical band, wa/w "'10, 
and the ionization probability per period is 2rrw/w"' 1 
already at I = 31 cr. 

Consequently, radiation with intensity I >I cr can 
interact only with a plasma (in particular, an electron
nuclear plasma if .11 is the energy of the complete ioni
zation of the atom). The produced plasma, in turn, by 
subsequently interacting with optical high-intensity ra
diation, can serve as a source of incoherent brems
strahlung of hard quanta. The obvious possibility of 
such an effect is connected with the heating of the elec
tronic component of the plasma, by absorption of optical 
radiation, to high temperatures T e corresponding to 
emission of hard quanta. This is the basis of a proce
dure for measuring the temperature Te, particularly 
that of a laser plasma. [ 4 J But hard incoherent radiation 
of a plasma situated in an intense light-wave field is 
possible also at relatively low temperatures T e• or 
more accurately, in those cases when the plasma elec
trons do not have time to become strongly heated during 

the time of the laser pulse. The point is that the brems
strahlung spectrum of a plasma interacting with the op
tical radiation corresponds to the temperature T e only 
in the case when Ee = %!T e ~ Evib• where Evib is the av
erate vibrational energy of the electron in the field of 
the wave, equal to (see the figure, curve 1) 

"'vib = e'E' I 4mw2 = 2ne'l I mew'. (4) 

Under the opposite condition, i.e., when 

(5) 

the spectrum of the hard bremsstrahlung of the plasma 
is determined not by the temperature Te, but by the vi
brational energy Evib· 

Let us agree to assume that the electrons are heated 
during the laser-radiation pulse if Ee(T);:, Evib at the 
end of the pulse, and are not heated if Ee(T) < Evib· 
Our problem is to determine the radiation conditions 
under which the electrons have time to become heated, 
and consequently when the hard bremsstrahlung of the 
plasma corresponds to their temperature, and under 
what conditions there is no heating and the spectrum of 
the hard radiation is determined by the fast electron 
vibrations, which vanish together with the laser pulse. 
In accordance with the experimental possibilities (see 
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Qualitative plots of Ee(T, I) against I in a logarithmic scale (r fixed) 
for the case of typical values of the parameters. !--Energy Evib(l), 2-
Ee(T, I) with only the bremsstrahlung mechanism taken into account, 
3-Ee(T, I) with allowance for the bremsstrahlung and Compton mech
anism, short-focus lens), 4-the same for a long-focus lens. 
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below) for obtaining intense optical radiation in the wide 
range of values of interest to us {1014-10ro W/cm2), all 
the quantitative estimates will be carried out for pico
second laser pulses, i.e., for irradiation times T 

~ 10-11-10-12 sec. We shall first consider (Sec. 2) the 
case of nonrelativistic temperature, Te << mc 2 , and 
nonrelativistic intensities I <<I reb where 

When I ~ Ireb the wave amplitude E satisfies the 
condition 

eE/mro";:::;c (7) 

and an important role in the interaction between the op
tical radiation and the electrons (whose translational 
velocity may be also nonrelativistic) is assumed by rel
ativistic effects, particularly the many-quantum Comp
ton effect. r 51 Section 3 is devoted to the relativistic 
case. 

Let us dwell briefly on the experimental possibilities 
of obtaining spectral radiation intensities I > I cr. For 
neodymium-glass laser radiation (A = 1.06 iJ.) and an 
ionization energy A = 15 eV, the intensity is I cr 
= 7 x 10 13 W/cm2 • At the present state of quantum elec
tronics, intensities of this order and even of the order 
of I a ~ 102 I cr are experimentally feasible. Such in
tensities can be realized most easily in the picosecond 
range of radiation-pulse durations, with neodymium and 
ruby lasers operating in the mode-locking regime. Fur
thermore, the use of this laser regime, together with 
specially developed focusing systems, also yields high 
optical-radiation intensities, and one can hope to rea
lize experimentally in the near future I ~ 1018 

-1019 W/cm2 , i.e., I ~ Irel (Irel ::::~ 2.5 x 1018 W/ cm2 for 
a neodymium-glass laser). 

2. NONRELATIVJSTIC INTENSITIES 

In the considered irradiation-duration range 
T ~ 10-11-10- 12 sec, one can apparently disregard the 
possible plasma-heating mechanisms connected with ex
citation of collective oscillations in the plasma, and 
consider only the "single-particle" mechanisms-the 
inverse bremsstrahlung and Compton scattering of the 
optical radiation. 

Let us start with the bremsstrahlung mechanism of 
the heating. The rate of electron heating in this mecha
nism is given by 

(8) 

where the effective electron-ion collision frequency 
lleff depends, generally speaking, both on the tempera
ture Te and on the radiation-field intensity I. rs, 7 1 At 
weak radiation intensities, when E:vib << E:e, we have 
the usual expression for lleff: 

where ni is the concentration of the ions with charge 
Ze, and L is the Coulomb logarithm. In the opposite 
case, when {5) is satisfied, lleff is given byr 6 J 

{9) 

(I)= 2 _,,, Z'em~'c'l•n,L ( 1 + ~~ ~-) 
verr :n: rt• 2 n2T. • 

{10) 

Accurate to the logarithm term, this formula is ob
tained from (9) by replacing 3Te/2 in the latter by 
E:vib· To estimate the value of lleff in the intermediate 
region Ee ~ E:vib• we can use, with sufficient accuracy, 
the interpolation formula 

- Z'e'n.L 
v .rr(e.,l) ~ 2l'3:n: ,1 ( + )'' . m: Ee evib 2 

{10') 

We now turn to the heating mechanism connected 
with the Compton scattering of laser radiation by the 
plasma electrons. As to the spontaneous Compton ef
fect, in the temperature region Te >> liw of interest 
to us the inverse Compton effect always predominates, 
and leads to cooling of the electrons at a rater 8 l 

(de. )"c = _ _!!_a,~! 
dt 3 me'' 

(11) 

where a0 = 81rr~ /3 (r0 = e2/mc2 ) is the Thompson cross 
section. 

Let us now consider the induced Compton effect, 
which, generally speaking, must be taken into account if 

N, = 4n'c'I /liro' d ro:Q, > 1, 

where A w is the width of the frequency spectrum of ra
diation having an integral intensity I, and n0 is the 
width of the solid angle in which the angular spectrum 
of the radiation is concentrated. We note that finite 
width of the frequency {Aw) and angular (n0 ) radiation 
spectra is a necessary condition for stimulated Comp
ton scattering with energy transfer to the electrons 
(i.e., with their heating). The impossibility of having 
stimulated scattering with energy transfer to the elec
tron in a plane wave follows from the energy and mo
mentum conservation laws, which lead to the following 
well-known relation between the frequencies w and w' 
of the incident and scattered photons and the unit vec
tors q and q', which determine the direction of motion 
of these photons: 

( 1 vq) , ( vq') + liro '( , 3 ro -- =ro 1-- --ro q-q), 
c c 2mc' {12) 

where v is the velocity of the electron prior to scatter
ing {it is assumed that v/c << 1). For a plane wave, 
stimulated scattering is possible only when q = q', but 
then it follows from (12) that w = w'. Formula {12) 
makes it possible to write a condition on the degree of 
nonmonochromaticity of the radiation Aw/w at which 
stimulated scattering through a specified angle 2 IJ is 
possible1> 

tiro v , I vu . I -;;;.-(q-q)= 2-sm6 ; 
(J) . c c (13) 

Here v 11 is the component of v in the direction of 
q- q'. At a laser-beam solid angle n0 = 2 1r {1- cos 90 ) 

(2 e 0 is the angular aperture of the beam), the scattering 
angle is 2 0 :S 2 00 , and in order for almost all the beam 
photons and almost all the plasma electrons, with Max
wellian velocity distribution, to satisfy condition (13), it 
is necessary to have[ 8 l 

I) It is assumed that v/c > hw/mc2 • Then (12) yields 
w-w' v vq' v lko 
--= -(q- q')+- -(q- q')+ --(q- q')'. 

m c cc 2mc2 
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(14) 

When this condition is satisfieu, the rate of heating of 
the electrons is determined by the formula [ 81 

(15) 

On the other hand, if a condition inverse to (14) is 
satisfied, i.e., 

(16) 

then the condition (13) is satisfied only by a small J1. -th 
fraction of all the plasma electrons, and accordingly 
only this fraction is subject to the stimulated scattering 
process .21 Under these conditions the Compton mecha
nism of electron heating by a laser pulse can assume a 
role only if its duration 7 is large compared with the 
relaxation time of the electron temperature 7 ee 
~ 1/vif~, i.e., when 7:f~ >> 1 (v~ff is the effective fre
quency of the interelectron collisions). From this fol
lows, by virtue of (9),31 a limitation on the heating tem
perature Te1, up to which the Compton mechanism 
plays an important role (if (16) is satisfied). This limi
tation is given by (Z = 1, ni = ne) 

( n )'''( oo )''•(L" )''• T, < T., == 2 9 : T {oo-r)''•mc' (17) 

(wp = 41Te3Znifm); for Wp/w ~ 1, L ~ 10, T ~ 10-12 sec, 
ana .\ = 1.06J1., this yields Te << 1 keV. Thus, if the 
plasma heating takes place with condition (16) satisfied, 
then the Compton mechanism plays an important role 
only at sufficiently low heating temperatures satisfying 
(17) (obviously, the heating rate is determined here by 
the product of the right-hand side of (15) by JJ.). In par
ticular, if the initial temperature Te(O) satisfies simul
taneously the condition (16) and the condition Te(O) 
~ T e 1 , then when such a plasma is heated the Compton 
mechanism does not play any role at all, leading only to 
an insignificant deviation of the electron velocity dis
tribution function from the isotropic form. 4 ) 

Let us determine the region of values of the inten
sity of the optical radiation I for which the Compton 
heating mechanism is fundamental if the condition (14) 
is satisfied. According to (8) and (15), this region is 
determined from the inequality 

3n Go Q, CJl 
BvibVeff < ----1'. 

4 moo' ~oo 

Substituting here expression (10') for Veff• we obtain 
the following condition for the temperature T e and in
tensity I: 

2) It is easily seen that these are the electrons whose velocities make 
sufficiently small angles with the laser-beam axis. 

3lit is obvious that when n•:fr > I, the energy is Ee(T) > evib, and it 
is therefore necessary to use formula (9) for "eff-

4lThis effect is due to the fact tat in stimulated Compton scattering, 
the directions of the recoil-rlectron momenta lie near a plane perpendicu
lar to the laser-beam axis. When the indicated two conditions are satis
fied, the Compton mechanism leads to a rapid "erosion" of the distri
bution function along the beam axis (see footnote 2l ). 

e, > Bvib[ (I,compt/ I)%- 1], (18) 

where 

( oo )'''( ~oo )''•(LZr,)''• I Compt = 2'/, 00
9 ooQ, -')..- I rei. (19) 

From (18) we see that at I :::::I Compt the Compton heat
ing mechanism is the fundamental one at any electron 
temperature, and the role of this mechanism increases 
with increasing Te. However, the intensity starting 
with which the Compton mechanism becomes dominant 
has a weak temperature dependence, and therefore the 
value of Icompt can be taken to be the sought intensity 
boundary in the entire possible range of T e· When 
wp/w ~ 1, L R!10, Z = 1, Aw/w ~ 10-3 , .\ = 1.06 J1. and 
0 0 ~ 6 x 10-5 sr51 we have Icompt ~ 10-2 Irel· For 
large values of 0 0 (lenses with shorter focal lengths) 
the values of I Compt decrease. 

We shall show now that in the picosecond range of 
irradiation durations T and for a sufficiently dense 
plasma the cooling of the plasma electrons during the 
time of the pulse can be neglected. The cooling due to 
the expansion of the plasma in this range of T is obvi
ously always negligibly small, and it is therefore nec
essary to consider only the energy loss to elastic col
lisions of electrons with ions, bremsstrahlung, and en
ergy loss due to the inverse Compton effect.6 ) It is 
easily seen, first, that if the ions are not too heavy the 
bremsstrahlung loss is always small compared with the 
loss to elastic collisions. Indeed, the rate of the latter 
is 

(20) 

(M is the proton mass and A is the atomic weight of 
the ion), whereas the rate of loss to bremsstrahlung can 
be represented by the formula (see, for example, [91 ) 

( de,)=-16~e.'verr (a=tte'c)· (21) 
dt 9n me' 

From a comparison of (20) and (21) it follows that when 

A~mc'/4e. (22) 

the bremsstrahlung loss can be neglected. On the other 
hand, it is likewise easy to show that the loss mecha
nisms due to elastic collisions and the inverse Compton 
effect compete with each other in the considered re
gions of the temperature T e and intensity I: at suffi
ciently high values of the temperature T e << mc2 and 
intensity I << I rel the decisive mechanism is the in
verse Compton effect. It turns out, however, that under 
our conditions these two are likewise insignificant. As 
to the inverse Compton effect, its contribution is always 
small compared with the stimulated Compton effect if 
condition (14) is satisfied. The condition for this, on the 
basis of (11) and (15), is 

5l At this value of ll 0, condition (14) is satisfied up to energies Ee = 
O.Jmc2 • We note also that the numerical values of the parameters wp/w, 
L, Z, 6w/w, and, Jet us add, r'"' 10-12 sec, assumed here are typical for 
laser plasma experiments in the picosecond range, and will be used be
low without any stipulations. 

6l At the temperatures of interest to us, Te:;?; I kV, the recombina
tion radiation of the plasma plays no role . 
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, T, e' dOJ 
I ::t> 2 ----Icr· 

me' A.!l OJf20 

(23) 

Wh I 2 10 -1 2/ -4 - 5 en Ee me ~ , e A~~ 10 , n 0 ~ 6 x 10 rad, 
this yields I> 10-2 Icr· On the other hand, if condition 
(14) is not satisfied and the Compton heating mechanism 
does not play any role, then the condition for neglecting 
the inverse Compton effect takes, on the basis of (8), 
(11), and (10'), the form 

ZL ( OJ )' e,(e, + evib)'i·~·-7 ---;f (me')%. 

For a dense plasma, when (ZL/7)(wp/w)2 .Z: 1, this con
dition is likewise always satisfied. 

The energy loss to elastic collisions can be appreci
able (at sufficiently long heating times), in principle, 
only when there is no Compton heating mechanism. In 
the presence of the latter, i.e., when (14) is satisfied 
and I> Icompt. the rate of these losses (20) can be 
readily shown to be always small compared with the 
heating rate (15). On the other hand, if the pure brems
strahlung heating mechanism is in operation, then the 
loss to elastic collisions should be taken into account 
only for heating times: 

(24) 

where o =2m/ AM, and Veff(l) is determined by formu
la (10). 7 J In the picosecond range of T, however, and 
when I> I cr 1 the inverse condition is always satisfied, 
and can be written in the form 

( 2m )'"'• (OJ )'''(OJ )"' I» AM (ZL)''• : OJ. (OJ-r)''•Icr. (25) 

When A = 1 and w/wa ~ 10-\ this yields I>> 10-1 I cr· 
Let us consider directly the process of heating plas

ma electrons by a laser pulse. We are interested in the 
final value of the average energy E e( T, I) as a function 
of the pulse intensity I, which is assumed to be uni
form. At sufficiently low intensities, when I< Icompt. 
we have the pure bremsstrahlung heating mechanism. 
In this region of I, on the basis of the solution of ( 8) 
with allowance for expression (10') for Veff, we obtain 

{[( e,(O) )'!. ]"' } e,(-r,I)=Ilvib 1+ llvib +'f,-rverr(I) -1 • (26) 

where Veff(I) is determined by formula (10). Let Ee(O) 
<< Evib (for a self-forming plasma Ee(O) ~ ~). Then 
for TVeff(l) >> 1 the energy is Ee( T) > Evib and in
creases slowly with I, like e;s; for TVeff(l) << 1 the 
energy Ee( T) << Evib and decreases with I like C 112 

At a specified T, there exists an intensity 

I' = 2''• ( :," )"' ( z~')'''( OJ-r)''•I re1, (27) 

such that Ee(T, I*) =Evib (then VTeff(I*) = 1.86). If 
I ~I*, then the electrons have time to become heated 
by the pure bremsstrahlung mechanism during the 
course of the laser pulse, and if I> I* they do not. 
Under typical conditions I*~ 3 x 10-2 Irel· Besides 

7lThe condition (24) follows from the solution of the heating equa
tion dee/dt = €vib"eff-0€eVeff· When T <: o- 1 "eft (€vib/o) = 0-513 Vef{ 1 

(f) the energy is Ee(r)- Evib/o and it is necessary to take into account 
the losses to elastic collisions. 

having the indicated meaning, the intensity I* almost 
coincides with the point I max that determines the posi
tion of the maximum on the plot of Ee(T, I) against I at 
a fixed T, namely, at the point I max we have 
TVeff(Imax) = 1.72, i.e., Imax = 1.051*. 

Thus, the maximum energy up to which the electrons 
can be heated in the pure bremsstrahlung mechanism is 

which under typical conditions amounts to 0.9 keV. 
A qualitative plot of the solution (26) against I is 

shown in the figure (curve 2). 

(28) 

To ascertain how the Compton mechanism changes 
the described heating picture when I > I Compt. let us 
consider separately two cases of laser-pulse focusing, 
which correspond conditionally to short-focus and long
focus lenses. We introduce the parameter 

I* ~ (OJ,)''"( ZLro )'"' , ( Q,OJ )"' ~(Q,)=--~ - - (on)'' - . 
I Com pi OJ 2/. tl (J) 

(29) 

Then the short-focus lens, by definition, corresponds to 
the condition ~ > 1, and the lon~-focus lens to ~ < 1, 
with the solid angles n~f and n/ satisfying, according 
to (29), the conditions 

sf 
Ro :> { dw (~)'/• (~)''• w,; -'/•. 
n.lf '-"" w w ZLr ( ) 
.,. ~ p 0 

Under typical conditions this means that n~f 
>> 10-3 sr (or 2 e~f >> 3.5 x 10-2 rad) and 
n~f << 10-3 sr. 

a) Short-focus Lens (~ > 1) 

(30) 

In this case I Compt <I* and consequently the influ
ence of the Compton mechanism begins to be felt before 
the electron energy reaches the maximum value it at
tains by bremsstrahlung heating E~rmax(T). The devia-

tion from the solution (26) begins at an approximate 
heating energy 

Sf - 'I Sf 1,85£''• - 1 T 

e,(-rJcompt)-(1,85£ •-1)evib(IComptl= £ E,max(T). (31) 

At n~f = 3 x 10-2 sr, we have ~ ~ 4, and this energy 
amounts to approximately 0. 8 E ~r max< T ) ~ 0. 7 ke V. An 
important fact is that in the case of short-focus lenses 

sf 
the energy Ee( T, Icompt) never satisfies the conditions 
(14) and (17). As to the former condition, under typical 

conditions at n~f >> 10-2 sr, the right-hand side of (14) 
exceeds 1.6 x 10-3 • 8 > The second condition is satisfied 
only at angles that are unrealistically large for laser 
experiments (n0 ~ 1 sr). 

This fact means, in turn, that when I> lc~mpt the 
Compton mechanism alone is incapable of heating the 
electrons to a higher temperature than that given by 
(31). This does not mean, of course, that when 

I> I~~mpt the Compton heating mechanism does not 

play any role at all and the electrons cannot be heated 

8lThe right-hand side of ( 14) increases with U 0 approximately like 
Uol/3 
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more strongly than by the bremsstrahlung mechanism. 

The point is that when I > Icfompt the initial stage of 

heating, so long as condition (14) is satisfied, is due 
entirely to the Compton mechanism. The rate of heating 
is then proportional to I 2 , and for short-focus lenses at 

I ~ Icfompt> according to (15) and (19), amounts to ap

proximately 10 13 keV /sec and more. This means that in 

the region I~ I~fompt the heating of the electrons to 

energies on the order of E:e( T, I Cfompt) is due to the 

Compton mechanism, and furthermore it is quite fast 
(within a time :5, O.lT). During the rest of the time, the 
heating is principally a result of the bremsstrahlung 
mechanism. This mechanism, however, turns out to be 
effective under the given conditions only if 

E:e( T, I gompt) ~ E:vib(I) or, since we have, according 

( ) ( sf ~ br ~ ( * to 31, E:e T, Icompt) ~ E:e max~ E:vib I ) for not too 

large n~f (for example, :5, 10-1 sr), when I <I*. This 
condition follows from the solution (26), which describes 
the subsequent heating of the electrons due to the brems
strahlung mechanism, if we substitute in it for the initial 
energy E:e(O) thequantity E:e(T, IsCf t)~E:vib(I*). omp 
When I >>I*, the value of the initial energy E:vib(I*) in 
(26) does not play any role and formula (26) leads to 
energy values E:e( T, I), < E:vib(I), thus indicating that 
the bremsstrahlung heating mechanism is ineffective. 
To the contrary, when I .S I*, formula (26) leads to en
ergy values E:e(T, I)> E:vib(I*) = E:~rmax· The heating 
energy in the interval I scf t <I :5. I* can be roughly omp 
estimated, in accord with (26), by means of the formula 

e,(T,/):::::; e:m~(T) {( (1 + £)'!, + 4.65£'1•J'i' -1}, (32) 

which yields approximately (1.5-2) E~r max( T) (see the 

figure, curve 3). 
We thus arrive at the conclusion that when plasma 

electrons with critical density (wp ~ w) are heated by 
picosecond laser pulses with intensity I <<I reb the 
use of short-focus lenses does not make it possible to 
obtain a temperature Te =2Ee/3 larger than 1-1.5keV. 
Higher temperatures can be attained only by using a 
superdense plasma (wp > w), when the heating can oc
cur in a thin skin layer. Then, according to (2 8), the 
maximum temperature is (1-1.5) (wp/w) 413 keV. We 
emphasize once more that the maximum temperature is 
reached in this case only in a definite, rather narrow 

intensity interval I Cfompt :5. I :5, I* or under typical con
ditions at n~f ~ 3x10-2 sr, 2 x10 15 :5-I :5. 8x10 15 W/cm2 • 

For I>> I* ( ~ 8 x 1015 W/cm2 ) and up to "relativistic 
intensities," the heating temperature stays at an ap
proximate level of 1 keV. In this region of values of I 
we always have E:vib > E:e( T), and consequently the 
spectrum of the hard bremsstrahlung of the plasma cor
responds to the vibrational energy of the electrons, and 
not to their temperature T e . 

b) Long-focus Lens CE < 1) 
In this case Icompt > I* and consequently the influ-

ence of the Compton mechanism occurs after the elec
tron energy reaches its maximum value in the brems
strahlung heating mechanism E:~rmax(T). Deviations 
from the solution (26) begin at an approximate heating 
energy 1r 1r 

e,(T,/compt) = [ (1 + 4,65£'1')'1• -1] ""'"(/ Compt) = 
(1 + 4,65£'f,)'f• -1 T (33) 

= S 8, mox(T). 

for n~f = 6 x 10-5 sr, we have ~ ~ 0.33 and this energy 

amounts to approximately 0.9E~rmax( T) ~ 0.8 keV. 

In the intensity region I > IlCf t' the main heating omp 
mechanism is the Compton effect, since condition (14) 
remains satisfied for long-focus lenses. In this range 
of I, the energy E:e( T, I), according to ( 15) can be rep
resented by the formula 

wT Q,1rw I 
e,(T,/) = "vib-4 -,--I-, 

LlW rei 
(34) 

and increases with I like I 2 • However, for long-focus 
lenses this increase still remains slow, owing to the 

smallness of ntf. Let us determine the intensity I** at 
which the electron energy again becomes equal to 
E:vib(I** ). From (34) we get 

,. L'iw 4 1 I =--- rel· 
wQ,If u:n: 

(35) 

At n~f = 6 x10-5 sr, this yields I**~ 10 17 W/cm2 and 
E:e( T, I**) = E:vib(I**) ~ 10 keV (see the figure, 
curve 4). 

Thus, the use of long-focus lenses makes it possible, 
in principle, to obtain electrons with higher tempera
tures (T e ~ 7 ke V) than in the case of short -focus 
lenses. For intensities I <I* and I> I**, the spec
trum of the hard bremsstrahlung of the plasma is de
termined by its electron temperature, and when I*< I 
<I** it is determined by the vibrational energy E:vib· 

Let us point out the principal difficulties in obtaining 
high optical-radiation intensities when long-focuses 
lenses are used. The intensity I in the focal region is 
connected with the intensity I z on the focusing lens 
(mirror) by the relation 

(36) 

where nz = 7T(rp/2)2 is the solid angle of the laser beam 
incident on the focusing element ( cp-total divergence 
angle of the beam). Independently of the total power of 
the employed laser, the intensity I z is bounded from 
above by the limited endurance of the material of the 
focusing element. At picosecond durations T, the limit-
ing intensity is r}im ~ 10 12-10 13 W jcm2 • On the other 
hand, the solid angle nz is bounded from below by the 
diffraction divergence of the laser beam. At ,\ ~ 1 /.L 
and at a laser output aperture d = 5 em, the diffraction 
angle is n ?if = 3 x 10 -w sr. Thus, the maximum radia
tion intensity that can be reached in the focus is 
~ (nu!n?if)r}im, which yields 2 (10 17 -10 18) W/cm2 at 
no~ 6 x 10-5 sr. Under experimental conditions, how
ever, such intensities will not be reached in practice 
with long-focus lenses in the nearest future, since the 
real divergences of the laser beams greatly exceed 
3xl0-10 sr. 
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3. CASE OF RELATIVISTIC INTENSITIES 

This case corresponds to such high intensities that 
the electron energy in the field of the wave becomes 
comparable with its rest energy. For example, for a 
circularly-polarized plane wave the total energy of an 
electron initially at rest is [ 10 J 

e= mc'(1 + 'f,I / 1,01 ) =me'+ 8vib (37) 

When such strong radiation interacts with free elec
trans, several photons are absorbed immediately from 
the laser field in each elementary act, i.e., the proc
esses acquire a many-quantum character. (For the 
bremsstrahlung effect the many-quantum character be
comes manifest much sooner, when Evib ~ Te.[ 7 l) 

For I ~ Irel• the bremsstrahlung heating mecha
nism apparently is of no significance, since, according 
to (10), lleff(I) decreases rapidly with I already in the 
nonrelativistic region, and according to the results of 
[ 111 it continues to decrease also in the relativistic re
gion. Leading to the heating of the electrons in this re
gion of I is the (many-quantum) spontaneous Compton 
effect [ 5 ' 101 (in contrast to the non-relativistic region, 
where it is always inverse when liw < Te; see (11)). 
However, a computer calculation of this process[ 12 1 has 
shown that at I =I reb 10 Irel and 10 2 I rel the electron 
gas is heated in one picosecond pulse to temperatures 
Te = 1, 6x 10, and 2x 103 eV, respectively, i.e., much 
below the vibrational energy Evib(I). 

If this heating mechanism is the dominant one in the 
indicated intensity region, then the spectrum of the hard 
plasma bremsstrahlung will be determined during the 
time of action of the pulse by the energy Evib• in ac
cordance with (37), and after the termination of the 
pulse by a much lower energy, corresponding to the 
temperature Te. It follows from (37) that when 
I 2:: 2 I rel the bremsstrahlung spectrum of the electrons 
contains hard quanta with energy 2:: mc2 • Calculation 
shows that in the case of neodymium-laser radiation 
focused into a volume ~10 -7 cm3 of a plasma with den
sity ne = ni = 1021 em - 3 and Z = 1, there will be radi-

ated in one picosecond pulse, as a result of the brems
strahlung mechanism, 6 x 106 , 0.8 x 108 , and 5 x 108 hard 
quanta at I/Irel equal to 4, 2.5 x 10, and 102 , respec
tively. 

There are grounds for assuming, however, that at in
tensities 2:: Irel an appreciable role in the plasma heat
ing will be played by the stimulated (many-quantum) 
Compton effect. This circumstance may alter the con
clusions both concerning the heating of the electrons in 
this intensity region and concerning the character of the 
hard y radiation. 
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